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OPTIMAL DESIGN PROBLEMS 
FOR A DYNAMIC VISCOELASTIC PLATE 
I. SHORT MEMORY MATERIAL 
IGOR BOCK, Bratislava 
(Received March 22, 1993) 
Summary. We deal with an optimal control problem with respect to a variable thickness 
for a dynamic viscoelastic plate with velocity constraints. The state problem has the form 
of a pseudohyperbolic variational inequality. The existence and uniqueness theorem for the 
state problem and the existence of an optimal thickness function are proved. 
Keywords: optimal control, viscoelastic plate, variable thickness, pseudohyperbolic vari­
ational inequality, penalization 
AMS classification: 49J20, 49J40, 35L85, 73F15 
Optimal design problems with respect to the thickness of a viscoelastic plate made 
of a short memory material were considered in papers [2], [3]. State problems were 
initial-boundary value problems for pseudoparabolic equations and variational in­
equalities. In contrast to these papers we consider here dynamic problems with 
velocity constraints. The state problem is then an initial-boundary value problem 
for a pseudohyperbolic variational inequality. It involves also the hyperbolic case. 
Unilateral hyperbolic optimal control problems with controls on right-hand sides were 
studied by D. Tiba ([10], [11]). We consider control parameters in coefficients of the 
variational inequality as well as on the right-hand side. The first chapter is devoted 
to the formulation of the state problem. Using the method of penalization we prove 
the existence and uniqueness theorem for a solution of an initial-boundary value 
problem for a pseudohyperbolic variational inequality in the second chapter. The 
existence of an optimal thickness function will be established in the third chapter. 
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1 . FORMULATION OF THE STATE PROBLEM 
We consider a thin viscoelastic plate made of a short memory material occupying 
the domain G C R3 of the form 
G = Ux,z) G (R3: x = (xux2) G ft,--e(x) <z < ^e{x)V 
where Q G IR2 is a bounded domain with a Lipschitz boundary dQ. We assume the 
plate to be clamped on the part 
71 = {(5, z) G R3: s G r i C 00 , --e(s) <z< ^e(s)} 
of the boundary surface dG. Further, it is subjected to surface tractions g(s) acting 
on the part 
72 = {(*,*) € K3: s G T2 C dQ,~e(s) < z < \e(s)}, 
r inr2 = 0, T1uT2 =ort; 
and to forces f(x) acting perpendicularly on the part 
73 = {(*,*) G (R3: x G Sl,z = ^(x)}. 
The displacement vector-valued function u: [0,T] x G -» (R3 and the symmetric 
tensor-valued function a: [0, T] x G -> (R3^ fulfill the relations 
(1.1) £u'/ - diva = O on [0,T] x G, 
(1.2) u(0) = u0 in G, 
(1.3) u , ( 0 ) = v o inG, 
(1.4) u(*,s) = 0 o n [ 0 , T ] x 7 l , 
(1.5) a • n = (0,0,0(M)) on [0,T] x 7 2 , 
(1.6) <r-n = (0,0,/(*,*)) on [0,T] x 7 3 , 
(1.7) a = AW(t)e' + AM(t)e on [0,T] x G, 
(1.8) dj = ^ K J + U J , ; ) . 
(R3^ is the set of all 3 x 3 symmetric matrices, n is the exterior unit normal vector 
on <9G, g: G -> R is the density function, -4(0)(.), A^(.) are fourth-order symmetric 
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tensor-functions fulfilling the assumptions 
(1.9) A g / v . ) £ C
2 [ 0 , T ] , 
(1.10) A%l(t) = A%(t) = Ai%(t), 
(1.11) A^l^SijSki ^ 0, 
(1.12) -4J)jfe/(<)£ije*/ ^ aiCijCij, ai > 0, 
(1.13) [ ^ 8 L ( 0 + 4)li(t)]£iJ£ki > ^SijCij, a2 > 0, 
(1.14) AAWki(t)£ij£kl ^ o, for all {£ij} G Rs
3
y
x^ and t G [0,T]. 
Multiplying the equilibrium equation (1.1) by a test function v and integrating by 
parts through the domain G we obtain the relation 
e(x)/2 
(1.15) ff f [g(x)n,f(t,x)'v(x)+aijeij(v)]dzdx 
ft -e(x)/2 
e(s)/2 
= f(t,x)v3(x)dx+ (b / g(t,s)v3(s)dzds 
to -e(s)/2 
for all v G Hl(Q)3 such that v = O on 71, 
where Hk(tt) is the Sobolev space of all functions with generalized derivatives up to 
the order k belonging to the space L2(ffc). 
Considering the Kirchhoff hypothesis of a plate ([8], 10.4.41) we express the dis-
placement vector u in the form 
Uj = -ZQ—I J = 1> 2 ; u3(%) = W(x). 
Using the relations 
£13 = £23 = £33 = 0, 
Vi = -zv>i, v3 = v, £ij(v) = -zv>ij, i,j = 1,2 
we obtain from (1.15) the integral relation for the deflection function w: 









V = {U G H2(Q): v = p- = 0 on .Ti}. 
In the sequel we shall consider the constraints on velocities of vibrations which will 
be introduced in the next chapter. 
2 . EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS THEOREM FOR A PSEUDOHYPERBOLIC 
VARIATIONAL INEQUALITY 
We assume the dynamic problem for a viscoelastic plate considered in the first 
chapter with constraints on the velocities of vibrations. The pseudohyperbolic vari-
ational inequality then appears instead of the relation (1.16). Admissible deflections 
of the plate belong to the space V, which is a Hilbert space with the inner product 
(u,v) — \ \ U'ÍJV>ÍJ dx 
and the norm ||w|| = (u,u)1^2. Admissible velocities belong to the closed convex set 
K C V, 0 G K. We shall deal with an initial-boundary value problem 
(2.1) Fora.e. ts[0,T\: 
JJ {Q(X) \e(x)w"(t, x) (v(x) -w'(t,x)) 
n 
+ 
^ Ҷ a O [ 4 ° L ( l > ' ы ( í , * ) + A<ÿkl{t)w.ы(t,x)][v.ij{x) - ™'y(í,s)]} <Ь 




for all v Є K, 
(2.2) w'(t) Є K for a.e. t Є [0,T], 
(2.3) uj(0, x) = w0(e, x), 
(2.4) w'(0,x) =wi(x), xЄП. 
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We have w0 = 0 in the case of the Voight model ([6]). In the case of the Zener model 
([9]) w0(e,.) e V is a solution of the corresponding elastic problem 
(2-5) Jf ^e3(x)A\])kl(0)wo,ij(x)v,kl(x) dx 
— \ \ fo(x)v(x) dx + (p e(s)g0(s)v(s) ds for all v e V. 
n r2 
Further, we assume 
wi £K, fe W1,2(0,T;L2(n)), g e W1,2(0,T',L2(T2)), 
where Wlf2(0, T; X) is the Sobolev space of functions defined on (0, T) with values in 
a Hilbert space X with first-order generalized derivatives (with respect to t) belonging 
to L2(0,T;X) (see [1] or [3] for more details). 
The density and thickness functions Q and e are continuous on Q, and fulfill the 
bounds 0 < Di ̂  Q(X) ^ Q2, X e Q, and 
(2.6) 0 < ei ^ e(x) ^ e2 for all x eTt. 
We denote by E the set of all functions e £ C(fi) fulfilling the estimates (2.6). 
Let V* be the dual space with respect to V with the norm ||.||* and the duality 
pairing (.,.). The inequality (2.1) can be expressed in the operator form 
(2.1') (B(e)w"(t) + A0(e, t)w'(t) + Ax(e, t)w(t),v - w'(t)) 
^ (F(t) + G(e, t),v- w'(t)) for all v e K, 
where the operators B(e) e L(Hx(n),V*), A0(e,t) e L(V,V% Ax(e,t) e L(V,V*) 
and the functionals F(t), G(e,t) e V* are defined by 
(2.7) (B(e)u,v) = II Q(x)\e(x)u(x)v(x) + — e*(x)u,i(x)ni(x)\ dx, 
(2.8) (Ar(e,t)u,v) = ^ J J e\x)A%(t)u,ij(x)v,kl(x)dx, r = 0,1; 
(2.9) (F(t),v) = Jjf(t,x)v(x)dx, 
n 
(2.10) (G(e, t),v)= I e(s)g(t, s)v(s) ds, v eV. 
r2 
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We solve the problem (2.V), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) using the penalized initial value 
problem 
(2.11) (B(e) + eJ)wf£'(t) + A0(e,t)w'£(t) + \&(we(t)) 
+ Ax(e,t)w£(t) = F(t) + G(e,t), t G [0,T]; 
(2.12) w£(0)=w0(e), 
(2.13) w,£(0)=w1, 
where J: V —> V* is the canonical operator defined by 
(Ju,v) = (u, v), u,v£V, 
and /3: V -> V* is the penalty operator defined by 
P(u) = J(u-PKu), ueV 
We recall ([3]) that PK ' V —•> If is the projection operator and the penalized operator 
/3 fulfills the conditions 
(2.14) i) /3(v) =0*>veK, 
ii) ((3(v)-p(u),v-u)^0, 
hi) (P(u),u)>0, 
iv) ||/?(u) - 0(v)\\* ^ 2\\u - v\\ for all u,veV 
Let If1 (fi) be the Sobolev space equipped with the inner product 
(u,v)i = (uv + u>iV>i)dx 
Q 
and the norm ||w||i = (u,u)± . We assume that the initial functions w0(e), v\ fulfill 
the condition 
(2.15) Ao(e,0)wi + Ai(e,0)wo(e) G II
1 (fi)* for every eeE. 
Theorem 2 .1 . Let T > 0, e > 0. There exists a unique solution w£ G 
C2([0,T];V) of the initial value problem (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) fulfilling the esti-
mates 
(2.16) I K Will + IKWII2 ^ Mi for every te [0,T], 
(2.17) K ' W I l i + M(t)\\2 < M2 for every t G [0,T], 
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with constants Mi, M% not depending on e and e. 
P r o o f . The problem (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) can be expressed as an initial value 




U'є(t) + Cє(t)Uє(t) = Fє(t), te[0,T], 
Uє(0) = U0, 
«-(t"> ғм = 0 ,[B(e)+eJ]-i[F(t) 
and the operator C£(t): V x V -> V x V is defined by 
0 
+ G(e,t)]J 
Cє(t) = [B(e) + eJ]~1A1(e,t) [B(e) + єJ]-
1[A0(e,t)+
1-ß]J 
The operator B(e) + eJ: V -> V* is linear, bounded and strongly monotone and 
hence there exists a linear bounded inverse operator [B(e) + £J ] _ 1 : V* —> V. The 
operator C£(-) is Lipschitz continuous in the space C([0,T], V x V) and due to the 
theory of ordinary differential equations in Banach spaces ([7]) there exists a unique 
solution 
U£ = (u (
1 ) , U (
2 ) ) T GC 1 ( [0 ,T] ,Kxy) 
of (2.18), (2.19). The function w£ = ue' is then a unique solution of the problem 
(2.11), (2.12), (2.13). 
It remains to verify the estimates (2.16), (2.17). After duality pairing of the 
equation (2.11) with w'e(t) we obtain due to the symmetry of B(t) and Ai(e,t) the 
relation 
(2.20) -^[{(B(e)+eJ)w'e(t),w'e(t)) + (A1(e,t)we(t),we(t))] 
- (A'1(e,t)we(t),we(t)) + 2(A0(e,t)w'e(t),w'£(t)) 
+ | < / ? K ( t ) ) K ( t ) ) = 2(F(t) + G(e,t),w'e(t)), t € [0,T]. 
Let us introduce the real function (pe (t) by 
(2.21) Vt(t) = ((B(e)+eJ)w'e(t),w'e(t)) + (A1(e,t)we(t),^(t)). 
Due to the imbedding theorem and the theorem on traces in the Sobolev space 
Hx(Ct), the right-hand side of (2.20) fulfills the inequality 
|(F(í) + G(e,ť)K(t)> | 
ґ Г ľ ľ l 1 ! 2 Г ľ 11/2Ì 
< c Ј JJ f(t,x)2dx + J(e(s)д(t,s))2ds | | K IWIIi 
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with a constant c\ depending only on Q, and V2. Due to (1.10), (1.12), (2.14 iii) the 
relations (2.20), (2.21) then imply the inequality 
<p'e(t) ^ ff f(t,x)
2 dx + f (e(s)g(t,s))2 ds + c 2 | | ^ ( r ) | |
2 + c 3 | K ( 0 l |
2 , te[0,T) 
Q r 
and integrating it we obtain 
ipe(t) ^ ct\\wi\\l + s | K | |
2 + c 5 |K(e) | |
2 
T 
+ f Iff f(t,x)2 dx + f (e(s)g(t,s))2 ds dt 
o Q r2 
t t 
+ c2f K ( r ) | |
2 dr + c3 f \\W£(T)\\
2 dr for all * G [0,T]. 
0 0 
Using (1.12), (2.6), (2.7), (2.21) we arrive at the inequality 
t 
<pe(t) ̂ cQ + c7 I ip£(r)dT for all e G (0,e0), t G [0,T]. 
o 
The Gronwall lemma then implies 
<pe(t) < c6exp(c7£), e G (0,e0), t G [0,T] 
and by virtue of (1.12), (2.6), (2.7), (2.21) we obtain the estimate (2.16). 
Further, we differentiate the equation (2.11) with respect to t and arrive at 
(2.22) [B(e) + eJ\w'e"(t) + A0(e,t)w'J(t) 
+ [A'0(e,t) + A i ( e , t )K( i ) + A[(e,t)w€(t) + ±0(we(t))' 
= F'(t) + G'(e, t) for a.e. t G [0, T). 
The function (3(w'£(.)) is almost everywhere differentiable in the space V*, because 
V* is reflexive and /3 is Lipschitz continuous (see [5], 143-145). The third derivative 
w"f G V exits almost everywhere on [0, T] due to the relation 
w'J(t) = [B(e) + eJ}-1 [F(t) + G(e, t) - A0(e, *K(*) 
- ^ K ( t ) ) - M(e, *K(*)], t G [0, T], 
and the differentiability of F(£), G(e,t). 
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After duality pairing of (2.22) with wj(i) w«- obtain in the same way as above the 
relation 
(2.23) -^[((B(e) +eJ)w':,w':) + ((A'0(< ..*) + Ax(e,t))w[J),w',(t))} 
- ((A'0\e,t) + A'x(e,t))w'e(t),w'e(t))+2(A0(e.t)w':(t).w':(t)) 
+ 2{A'x(e,t)we(t),w'J(t)) + j(0(w'e(t))',w'^t)) 
= 2(F'(t)+G'(e,t),w'e\t)) for a.e. t € [0,T\. 
Monotonicity of /3 implies the inequality 
(2.24) (0(w'e(<))',<(.)) > 0
 f o r a-e- * e [0,TJ 
and integrating (2.23) we obtain, taking into account (1.11), (2.H), (2.16), (2.24), 
the inequality 
(2.25) ((B(e) + sj)w'e',w'J) + ((A'0(e,t) + Ax(e,t))w'£(t),w'£(t)) 




y(K ' (e ,T) + J4'1(e,T))^(T),<(T)>dT 
t t 
- 2 f(A'x (e, T)t«e(T), <(T)) dT + C2 y | | < ( T ) ? dT 
0 
т 
l [ I I /'(*, X)2 dx + l (Є(5)g'(t, 8))
 2 dв] át + 
0 Q 
for a.e. t€ [0,T], 
where 
(2.26) H(e) = F(0) + G(e,0) - A0(e,0)wl - A1(e,0)w0(e). 
Integration by parts yields the relation 
t t 
(2.27) -f(A[(e,T)we(T),w'e'(T))dT = f (A'((e,T)we(T),w'£(T))dT 
t 




Using (1.9), (1.19), (2.6), (2.7), (2.25), (2.27) we arrive at the inequality 
T 
C B I I K W I I ? + IKOII 2 ] < c9 + J [JJf'(t,x)
2dx + J (e(s)g'(t,s))2ds\ dt 
o Q r2 
T 
+ Cio|K(0l |2 + c i i | | k , ( r ) | | 2 d r 
o 
t 
+ c 1 2 | [ | K ( r ) | |
2 + | K ( r ) | | 2 ] d r . 
0 
Considering (2.6) and the just verified estimate (2.16) we obtain the inequality 
t 
K' (0 I I ? + IK(0 l l a < c12 + c 1 3 | [ | K ( r ) | |
2 + | K ( r ) | | 2 ] d r 
0 
for every t G [0,T]. 
The Gronwall inequality implies (2.17), which completes the proof. • 
Using Theorem 2.1 we obtain existence, uniqueness and a priori estimates for a 
solution of the unilateral problem (2.1)-(2.4). 
Theo rem 2.2. There exists a unique solution 
w(e)e Wrl»oo(0,r;V)nWr2»oo(0,T;.ff1(n)) 
fulfilling the estimates 
(2.28) \\w((e, t)\\2 + \\w(e, t)\\2 ^ Mx for all t G [0,T], 
(2.29) \\w"(e,t)\\2 + \\wf(e,t)\\2 < M2 for a.e. te[0,T]. 
P r o o f . We shall use a similar approach as in the proof of Th. 2.2 from [3]. 
a) Existence. The family of functions {w£}, e > 0 from Theorem 2.1 is uniformly 
bounded with respect to e in all spaces Whp(0,T; V), PV2'p(0,T; - f f 1 ^)) , l^p^oo. 
Further, the sets {w£(t)}, {w'E(t)} are bounded in V for every t G [0,T]. Moreover, 
we have w£(0) = w0(e), w'£(0) = w\. Then there exist a sequence {en} (en > 0) and 
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a function w e W^°°(0,T;V) n J V ^ C F j H 1 ^ ) ) such that 
(2.30) lim en = 0, 
n—>-oo 
(2.31) w£n (t) -± w(t) (weakly) in V for every t e [0, T], 
(2.32) w'£n (t) - - w'(t) in V for a.e. t e [0,T], 
(2.33) w'en (t) - - w'(t) in H
l(ti) for every t e [0,T], 
(2.34) w£n -^w (weakly star) in L°°(0, T; V), 
(2.35) * < . A w ' i n L°°(0,T; V), 
(2.36) < n ^w" in L°° (0, T; H
1 (Q)). 
The estimates (2.28), (2.29) then follow from the estimates (2.16), (2.17) and from 
the inequalities 
ll^//|U«>(of.r;.ff-(n)) ^ li^inf l l^lUoc^^j /z^n)) , 
Ik'IIL-to.TjV) < l i m i n f | | ^ | |Loc (0 ,T;V), 
v / n—voo n v » i / 
||u/(t)||i < liminf |K n ( t ) l l i for every t e [0,T], 
n—•oo n 
\\w(t)\\ < liminf ||we„(t)lli for every t e [0,T\. 
n—>oo 
It remains to verify that the function w is solution of the problem (2.1)-(2.4). We 
rewrite the penalized equation (2.11) in the form 
(2.37) p(w'£n(t))=en[F(t)+G(e,t)-(B(e)+enJ)w'Jn(t) 
- A0(e,t)w'£n(t) - A1(e,t)w£n(t)] for all t e [0,T]. 
The sequences {w£n(t)}, {w'£n(t)} and {wjn(t)} are bounded in V and H
1(Q), re-
spectively. The sequence {B(e)w'Jn(t)} is then bounded in V* as the operator B(e) 
belongs to L(H1(Q,),V*). Combining (2.25) and (2.27) we obtain boundedness of 
set {y/e^w'Jn(t)} in V and of {y/en~Jw'Jn(t)} in V*. The relations (2.30), (2.37) 
then imply 
lim /3(w'£ (t)) =0 in V* for all t e [0,T]. 
n—Voo n 
Monotonicity of /? and the relation (2.32) then imply 
(2.38) for a.e. t e [0, T] (/3(u), w'(t) - u) ^ 0 for every ueV 
Inserting u = w'(t) + sv, s > 0, v e V into (2.38) we obtain 
(/3(w'(t) -f sv),v) ^ 0 for every v e V. 
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Due to the Lipschitz continuity of (3 the limiting process s -* 0 yields 
(0(w'(t)),v) ^ 0 for a l lnG V 
and hence 
0(w'(t)) =0 for a.e. te [0,T], 
which due to (2.14 i) implies 
w'(t) eK for a.e. te [0,T]. 
Further we verify the initial conditions (2.3), (2.4). After changing the function w 
on the set of zero measure in [0,T] we obtain ([5]) 
we KV1'oo(0,T;V)nKV2'oo(0,T;H1(f]))nC([0,T],V)nC1([0,T],H1(^ 
and 
w(t) = w(0) + I W'(T)&T, 
o 
t 
w'(t) = w'(0) + I W"(T) AT for every t e [0,T]. 
o 
Simultaneously we have 
t 
w£n (t) = w0(e) + / w'£n (T) dr, 
o 
t 
w'£n (t) =wi+ w"n (T) AT for every t e [0, T] 
o 
and comparison with (2.13)-(2.36) implies the fulfilling of the initial conditions 
(2.39) w(0) = ujfj(e), w'(0) = wx. 
We proceed with the proof of the variational inequality (2.1') which is equivalent 
to (2.1). Let v e L1(0,T;V) be an arbitrary function such that 
v(t) e K for a.e. te [0,T]. 
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The properties of the penalty operator f3 imply the inequalities 
fora.e. te[0,T]: (0(w'£n(t)),v(t) - w'£n(t)) ^ 0 n = l , 2 , . . . . 
Then we obtain from (2.11) the inequalities 
for a.e. t € [0,T]: {[B(e) + e„ J ] < n (t) + A0(e, t)w'£n(t) + Ai(e, t)e£n (t) 
- F(t) - G(e, t), v(t) - w'€n (t)) >0, n = 1,2,.... 
Integrating we arrive at the inequalities 
(2.40) (B(e)w'en(t),w'£n(t)) + (A^e^w^t)^^)) 
t 
+ J[2(Ao(e,T)w'£n(T),w'£n(T)) - <A'1(e,T)«;.t.(T),u;,f,(T))]dT 
0 
^ (B(e)wi,uJi> + en\\wi||
2 + (A1 (e,0)tDo(e), w0(e)) 
t 
+ 2 J([B(e) + en J ] < (T) + A0(e, T)e'£n (T) + A^e, T)w£n (T), V(T)) 6T 
0 
t 
+ 2 / (F(T) + G(e, r ) , w'£n (r) - v(r)) d r for every n = 1,2,.. . . 
o 
The functionals on the left-hand side of (2.40) are weakly lower semicontinuous on 
the spaces Hl(fl), V and Wl>2(Q,T\V) due to the assumptions (1.10), (1.11), (1.12), 
(1.14) and the form (2.7) of the operator B(e). Further, we have the relation 
t 
(2.41) ' lim en f (Jw" (r), v(r)) d r = 0 for every v e L
2(0,T; V) 
n-roo J n 
0 
which is a consequence of boundedness of the sequence {y/s^Jw'^ (t)} in V* verified 
above. The relations (2.30)-(2.36), (2.39), (2.41) then imply the inequality 
(B(e)w'(t),w'(t)) + (Ax(e,t)w(t)M*)) 
t 
+ J[2(A0(e,T)w'(T),w'(T)) - (Ai(e,T)tt»(T),tt»(T))]dT 
0 
^ (B(e)u;'(0),u;'(0)) + (.4x(e,0)u;(0),u;(0)) 
t 
+ 2 f[(B(e)w"(T) + AQ(e,T)W'(T) + Ai(e,T)W(T),V(T))AT 
o 
+ (F(T) + G(e,T),w'(r) - V(T))]JLT fora.e. t e [0,T], 
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which can be rewritten in the form 
t 
(2.42) f (B(e)w"(T) + AQ(e,T)w'(T) + Ax(e,T)w(T) 
o 
- F(T) - G(e, T), V(T) - W'(T)) dr ^ 0 
for all v e Ll(0,T;V), V(T) e K a.e. on [0,t\. 
Using Proposition 3 from [4] (appendix I) we obtain that 
for a.e. t G [0, T] : 
(B(e)w"(t) + A0(e,t)w'(t) + Ai(e,t)w(t) - F(t)G(e,t),v - w'(t)) ^ 0 
for all v e K 
and the inequality (2.V) as well as (2.1) is proved. 
b) Uniqueness. Let w\, w2 be two solutions of the problem (2.1)-(2.4). Inserting 
successively w = w\, v = w'2 and w = w2, v = w[ in (2.42) and adding we obtain 
the inequality 
t 
(2.43) J(B(e)(w1 - W2)"(T) + A0(e,T)(wx - W2)'(T) 
o 
+ Ai(e,T)(wx -W2)(T),(WX -w2)'(T))dT ^ 0. 
Let us denote u = wi — w2. We have u(0) = u'(0) = 0. The inequalities (1.14), 
(2.43) then imply 
t 
(2.44) (B(e)u'(t),u'(t))+2 j(A0(e,T)u'(T),u'(T))dT 
o 
t 
+ (Ai(e, t)u(t),u(t)) ^ f(A[(e, T)U(T),U(T)) dr ^ 0. 
o 
The operators B(e): H1^) -> (HX(H))* and Ai(e, t): V -> V* are positive definite, 
the operator A0(e, r ) : V -> V* is nonnegative. The relations (2.44) then imply 
u = w\ — w2 = 0 on [0,T] and the proof of the theorem is complete. • 
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3 . SOLVING AN OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM 
We assume a variable thickness e e E of the plate in the role of a control parameter. 
Considering the operator form (2.V) of the variational inequality (2.1) we shall deal 
with the initial value state problem 
for a.e. t e [0, T]: 
(3.1) (B(e)w"(e, t) + A0(e, t)w'(e, t) + Ax (e, t)w(e, t) 
- F(t) - G(e, t),v- w'(t)) > 0 for all v e K, 
(3.2) w'(e, t)eK for a.e. t e [0,T], 
(3.3) w(e,0) =w0(e) G V, 
(3.4) w'(e,0) = wxeK. 
We associate with (3.1)-(3.4) the minimum problem 
(3.5) j(w(e),e) = min j(w(e),e), 
e€Oad 
where Uad is defined by 
(3.6) Uad = | e e H
2(Q): 0 < ei ^ e(x) ^ e2 for all x e Cl, 
\\e\\^C1,JJe(x)dx = C2} 
Q 
and the functional 
j : [W1>2(0,T;V)nW2'2(0,T;H1(Q))] x H2(ft) -> R 
is weakly lower semicontinuous, i.e. 
(3.7) wn -v w in W
l>2(0, T; V) and in IV2'2 (0, T; H1 (fi)), 
e n - - e in H
2(ft) =>• j(w(e),e) ^ liminf j (w(e n ) , e n ) . 
x ' n—too v ' 
The data of (3.1)-(3.4) fulfill the assumptions 
(3.8) (B(e)u,v) = (B(e)v,u), 
(3.9) (B(e)u,u) >MuWl ft > 0 









Ao(e,0)w1 + A1(e,0)wo(e) e H\n)*, 
Ar(e,.)eC
2{[0,T],L(V,V*)), 
(Ar(e,t)u,v) = (Ar(e,t)v,u), 
(A0(e,t)u,u) ^ 0, 
(Ax(e,t)u,u) ^ a i | | u | |
2 , a i > 0, 
(A'0(e,t) -f Ax(e,t)]u,u) > a2\\u\\
2, a2 > 0, 
(A[(e,t)u,u) ^ 0 
for ail u, v G V, te [0, T], e e Uad; r = 0,1, 
(3.17) e in H2(ӣ) =ï < 
i) Ar(en,.) -4 Ar(e,.), r = 0,1 
inC^Tl.Líy,^)) 
ii) B(en) - • 5(e) in L í / Í
1 ^ ) , ( I I 1 ^) )*) 
iii) G ( e n , . ) ^ G ( e , . ) in ( / f
1 ^ ) ) * 
^ iv) wo(e„) -»• wo(e) in V. 
The property (3.17) is a consequence of the compact imbedding H2(Q) CC C(Q), of 
the theorem on traces in the space tf1^) and of the relation (2.5) determining the 
initial function w0(e). 
Now, we formulate and verify the existence theorem for the Optimal Control Prob-
lem (3.1)-(3.4). 
Theorem 3.1. There exists at least one solution of the Optimal Control Problem 
(3.1H3.5). 
P r o o f . Due to Theorem 2.2, for every e G Uad there exists a unique solution 
w(e) e W1>oo(0,T;V)nW2>oo(0,T;H1(n)) of the state initial value problem (3.1)-
(3.4). We can define a functional 
J: Uad->(R, J(e)=j(e,u(e)). 
Let {en} e Uad be a minimizing sequence for J: 
(3.18) lim J(en) = inf J(e), 
where we put inf J(e) = -oo if the set {J(e)} is not lower bounded. 
eGCIad 
Since the set Uad is bounded, convex and closed in the space H
2(Q), there exist 
an element e G Uad and a subsequence of {en} (denoted again by {en}) such that 
(3.19) e n - - e in tf
2(ft). 
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Denoting w(en) = wn we rewrite the state problem (3.1)-(3.4) for e = en in the 
following form: 
for a.e. t G [0, T] : 
(3.20) (B(en)w!n(t) + A0(en,t)w'n(t) + Ax(enjt)wn(t) 
- F(t) - G(en,t),v - w'n(t)) > 0 for all v G K, 
(3.21) w'n(t) G K for a.e. t G [0,T], 
(3.22) wn(0) =w0(en) G V, 
(3.23) w'n(0) =WleK. 
Using the estimates (2.28), (2.29) we obtain an a priori estimates for wn and w'n: 
(3.24) \\wn\\wi,oo{0tT.v) + ||wIn|U«>(o>T;.ffi(n)) < M3, n = 1,2,.... 
Then there exists a function w G W^°°(0,T;V) D W2 'oo(0,T;.ff1(n)) and a subse-
quence of {wn} (denoted again by {wn}) such that 
(3.25) wn - - w in W
lt2(0,T\V) and in T V ^ ^ T j H 1 ^ ) ) , 
(3.26) wn^w,w'n^w' in L°°(0,T;V), 
(3.27) < A w " in L°° (0, T; H1 (ft)), 
(3.28) wn(*) - - 17J(r) in V for all t G [0, T], 
(3.29) wn(t) -* !/;'(*) in V for a.e. t G [0, T], 
(3.30) < ( r ) - - w'(*) in HX(Q) for all t G [0,T]. 
The relations (3.21), (3.29) imply 
(3.31) w'(t) G K for a.e. * G [0,T]. 
Further, from (3.17 iv), (3.20), (3.21), (3.25)-(3.30) we obtain the initial conditions 
(3.32) w(0) = w0(e), w'(0) = wu 
Let v G L1(0,T; V) be an arbitrary function such that 
v(t) G K for a.e. te [0,T]. 
The inequality (3.20) implies 
t 
(3.33) f (B(en)w'n(T) + A 0 ( e n , r ) < ( r ) + -4i(en,r)ti;n(r) 
o 
- F(T) - G(en,T), V(T) - W'U(T)) dr ^ 0, n = 1,2,.. . . 
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The inequality (3.33) can be expressed in the form 
(B(en)w'n(t),w'n(t)) + (i4i(en,0tiIn(*)»Wn(0> 
t 
+ J[2(A0(en,T)w'n(T),w'n(T)) - (A[(en,T)wn(T),Wn(T))]dT 
0 
< (B(en)w'n(0),w'n(0)) + (i4i(en,0)t«n(0),tt»n(0)) 
t 
+ 2 J(B(en)w'n(T) + A0(en,T)w'n(T) + i4i(cn,T)tt»n(T),i;(T)) dr 
0 
+ 2 У <F(т) + G(en, т), w'n(т) - v(т)) dт 
and, further, 
(3.34) (B(e)w'n(t),w'n(t)) + (Ax(e,t)wn(t),wn(t)) 
t 
+ f [2(AQ(e,T)w'n(T),w'n(T)) - (A[(e,T)wn(T),wn(T))] dr 
0 
^ (\B(e) - B(en)]w'n(t),w'n(t)) + <[Ai(e,*) - .Ai(en,*)K(*)i^nW> 
t 
+ 2 J [(Me, T) - A0(en,r)]w'n(T),w'n(T)) dT 
0 
t 
- [(A[(e,T) - Ai(en,r)]^n(r)w;n(T)>dT 
o 
+ (B(en)wi,wi) + (Ai(en,0)wo(en),wo(en)) 
t 
+ 2 y ( S ( e n ) < ( T ) + Ao(en,r)<(T) + Ai(en,r)^n(r),^(r)>dT 
o 
t 
+ 2 J(F(T) + G(en, r), u;n(r) - v(r)> dr, n = 1,2,.... 
o 
The functionals i; —•> (L?(e)L>,L>), t> -» (Ai(e, £)L>,L>) 
u>(.) -+ J[2(A0(e,T)w'(T),w'(T)) - (Ai(e,T)u»(T),tl»(T))]dT 
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on the left-hand side of the last inequality are weakly lower semicontinuous on the 
spaces H1^), V, Wx*(0,T\V) due to the assumptions (3.8), (3.9), (3.12), (3.14), 
(3.15), and we obtain applying (3.25), (3.28), (3.30) the inequality 
(B(e)w'(t),w'(t)) + (Ax(e,t)w(t),w(t)) 
2 
+ j[2(A0(e,T)w'(T),w'(T)) - (A[(e,T)w(T))]dT 
0 
< liminf l(B(e)W'n(t),W'n(t)) + (A^e^w^t)^^)) 
n—)-oo I 
t 
+ J[2(A0(e,T)W'n(T),w'n(T)) - (A[(e,T)Wn(T),Wn(T))}dT}. 
0 
Applying the assumptions (3.17) and the relations (3.25)-(3.30), (3.32) to the right-
hand side of (3.34) we arrive at the inequality 




^ (B( )w'(0),w'(0)) + (Ai( ,0)Ш(0),Ш(0)) 
t 
• J[2(AQ(e,T)W'(T),W'(T)) - (^ i(e,rMr),t iJ(r))]cir 
t 
+ 2 [(B(e)w"(т) + A0( ,т)w'(т) + Ai( ,т)Ш(т),г;(т))dт 
o 
t 
2 f(F(т)+G( ,т),w'(т)-v(т))dт. + 
ò 
Using the initial conditions (3.32), the symmetry of operators B(e), A0(e,t), Ai(e, t) 
Te arrive at the inequality 
t 
(3.35) f(B(e)w"(T) + A0(e,T)w'(T) + Ai (e, r)tU(r) 
o 
- F(T) - G(e, T),V(T) - W'(T)) dr ^ 0 for a.e. t G [0, T], 
which implies due to [4] (Proposition 3, App. I) the inequality 
(3.36) (B(e)w"(t) + A0(e,t)w'(t) + Ai(e,c)w(*) 
- F(t) - G(e, t),v(t) - w'(t)) ^ 0 for a.e. t G [0, T]. 
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Hence the function w: [0,T] -> V solves the initial value problem (2.1)-(2.4) for 
e = e. The uniqueness of a solution of (2A)-(2.4) then implies the relations 
(3.37) w(t) =w(e,t), 
(3.38) w(en) - - w(e) in W
h2(Q,T;V) and in V V ^ ^ T j H 1 ^ ) ) . 
The assumption (3.7) and the relation (3.18) imply 
j{w(e),e) ^ liminf j{w(en),en) = inf j{w(e),e) 
n—•oo n—foo 
and the relation (3.5) follows, which completes the proof. • 
Let X be any Hilbert space zd G X; let $ : H
2(ft) -> U be a weakly lower semi-




where V: W^2(0,T; V)C)W2'2{0,T',H1(n)) -> X is the linear bounded operator; or 
j2(e,<D(e)) = | | IMe,T) - zdfx + $(e), D G F(V,K), 
j 3 (e ,^(e) ) = IIJOx^te.T)!^, D1 G L(H ,X) . 
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